TripTo TeamUp Booking Calendar
Introduction

We use the TeamUp calendar to allow you as a member to book a car at any time of day or night. If
you are unable to access the calendar or are experiencing problems with the calendar, please contact
your local coordinator. We are also happy to make booking for you via the phone or email, please
state the following information when requesting a booking:



Which car you want to book
Pick up and return dates and times to the nearest 30 minutes. Consider adding at least 30
minutes more than you think you will need when returning the car.

Calendar Etiquette

1. Always book ahead, if you think you need a car sometime in the future, book it now, you can
always change or remove it later if your plans change.
2. Include your full name unless you know there is not another member who shares your first
name. Also, if you are prepared to share all or part of your journey, include your
destination.
3. If a car is not available when you need it, please book the Phantom. The Phantom is not a real
car, it is there to indicate that someone wants a car should one become available. If we start
getting frequent Phantom bookings, we know we need to consider getting an extra car. If a
Phantom booking exists, it is OK to book another overlapping Phantom booking. Please
include a contact phone number so someone can get back to you quickly if a car does become
available.
4. If you change or cancel your booking, and this would then allow someone with an overlapping
Phantom booking to have the car, please either contact the person directly or ask your local
coordinator to.
5. You are welcome to share journeys with other members. You can contact that person directly,
if you need their contact details, please contact your local coordinator.
6. Currently we have no restrictions on the length of time you can have a car. If a car is available
for the period you want it, book it.

Create a Booking

You will have been sent a personal link to the calendar on joining the car club. If you have family
membership, then the other members will have also been sent the same link unless you requested
otherwise. The link will only allow you create and amend your own bookings, you can see other
peoples’ bookings but cannot amend them.
The link takes you straight into the calendar, we will use the Llani Car Club example, which currently
has two cars plus a Phantom. The colours of the calendars will vary in each car club, but the Phantom
is always yellow.
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The Calendar View

Navigate to different week or month using these buttons or clicking on the numbers
Change the layout using this set of buttons.

The horizontal red line indicates the current day and time. You cannot remove it.

Creating a Booking

Simply click the mouse on any white area in the calendar and the following window appears:

In the first field “Enter the event title…” enter your name including your surname if your first name is
shared by another member and (if you want) your destination. E.g. Andrew Capel Aberystwyth.
Next check the From and To dates and times. The initial From and To Date is taken from the where
you clicked on the calendar and the duration is set to the corresponding time. Clicking a date field
causes a calendar to appear from which you can select the date. Clicking a Time field displays a dropdown list of times. Alternatively, you can edit the date and time manually using the appropriate keys
on the keyboard.
NB. The start of the day is 12:00AM
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What not to do

Do not tick the “All day” box, nor create a booking which is 24 hours or longer, because it will put the
booking at the top of the calendar, which can be missed by other people. Bizarrely this does not
happen in the mobile app version. See example below:

The above booking “Andrew Aberystwyth” is from 10am on 16th to 10am on 17th, but it appears that
the car is booked out until the end of the final day. Another reason not to do it this way.
If your booking is 24 hours or longer either



create separate bookings each which are no longer than 24 hours or
create one booking less than 24 hours and tick the “Repeats” box.
o Change the “and continuing” option from “forever” to “until” and specify the date you
are returning the car.
o Click the “Done” button to finish.

Last field to complete is the Calendar field, click in it and select the required car. If you choose the
wrong one, you should delete it first by clicking on the cross on the left of the calendar. It is not
possible to select more than one calendar for each booking.
Click the “Save” button to create your booking.
If you go straight into creating another booking it sets the calendar to the one you chose previously.
The Undo option will appear at the top of the screen until you add or amend a booking
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Amending and Deleting a Booking

Click an existing booking and now you have Delete button on the right-hand side. Clicking it will
generate a confirmation message.

Click Yes to confirm deletion.
The Undo option appears at the top of the screen, giving you one last chance to cancel the deletion
if you wish.

Overlapping Booking

If your booking overlaps that of an existing one you will get the following message when you save it:

Click OK to return to your existing booking and amend it accordingly. You may have to cancel your
booking and inspect the bookings in the following week. If you can see no bookings, then you have
probably hidden the calendar. Click the eye to the left of the Calendar
heading to make sure all calendars are visible.
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Using the Repeat box

Here is an example of how you might use the Repeat box to create a booking which is for 6 days,
starting at 8am and returning on the last day at say 6pm
Set the “To date” to be the day after the initial pickup and the “To time” to be 1 minute before the
initial pickup time, by typing it in. This makes the length of booking just less than 24 hours and will
leave no discernible gap between each booking on the calendar.

The booking now looks like:

To complete the booking just need to add one extra booking on Saturday 15th from 8am to 6pm.
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Note that by ticking the Repeats box, you create several individual bookings. If you decide to change
any one of these, you will get the following “Recurring Event Options” prompt when you click the
Save button.

Click the one which is appropriate or the Cancel button to discard any changes.

Accessing the TeamUp calendar on your mobile device
You need to first download and install the TeamUp device from the Apple store or Google Play. You
can do it from this webpage Access to Teamup on Mobile Devices
Once the app is installed open it and login. If you don’t have a TeamUp account you will need to create
one first. Once logged in you need to click the TeamUp link for TripTo car club calendar that was sent
to you by email from your device. Follow the instructions to add the TripTo calendar to your TeamUp
account.
END
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